VULTURE

The ultimate bow experience everybody seeks

Hori-zone is proud to introduce the Vulture, the new revolution in affordable compound bows. This bow comes in handy for both hunting and target shooting, also will give you an accessible approach regarding price with high quality standards.

Ready To Shoot Package (optional)

- Fiber Optics Sight with Build in Water Level
- Stabilizer, Dampeners and Whisker Biscuit
- Easy-Lock Quiver with 3PCS High Grade Carbon Arrows (points included)
- Durable Nylon Cord Wrist Sling

DRAW WEIGHT 55 / 65 LBS
AXLE-TO-AXLE 29"
DRAW LENGTH 20" - 30"
BRACE HEIGHT 6.5"
LET-OFF 60% - 70%
**Fashionable**

The Vulture Muddy Girl is one of lightest bow on the market at only 3.7 LBS. Engineered to grow with developing and female shooters. This bow brings broad weight and draw length options to meet all archers’ demands.

**Ready To Shoot Package (optional)**

- Fiber Optics Sight with Build in Water Level.
- Stabilizer, Dampeners and Whisker Biscuit.
- Easy-Lock Quiver with 3PCS High Grade Carbon Arrows (points included).
- Durable Nylon Cord Wrist Sling.

**DRAW WEIGHT** 45 / 55 / 65 LBS

**AXLE-TO-AXLE** 29"

**DRAW LENGTH** 20" - 30"

**BRACE HEIGHT** 6.5"

**LET-OFF** 60% - 70%

NOTE: 45# (Adjustable from 15-50#) 55# (Adjustable from 20-60#)
Get young archers started right

A complete bow package that's perfect for young shooters and beginners. This Hori-zone Firehawk can be used by both righty and lefty. Constructed with durable composite limbs and exclusive comfortable foregrip.

Accessories

- 2 PCS 26" Composite Arrow
- Easy to Use Quiver Set
- Easy to Adjust Arm Guard
- Finger Protector
- Target Face
- Fashionable Holding Rip with Bow Sling

**DRAW WEIGHT**
10 / 15 / 20 LBS

**BOW LENGTH**
36.5" / 44" / 50"

**DRAW LENGTH**
18" - 24"
ACCESSORIES

**BOW SIGHT**
- One-pin Design Offers Single Point of Focus
- Built in Water Level
- Lightweight Machined-Aluminum Construction
- Fiber Optics for Ultra-Bright Visibility

**ARROW REST**
- Holds Your Arrow Safely and Securely
- Ultra-light Weight & Compact
- Easy to Use & Install
ACCESSORIES

WRIST BOW SLING
- Durable Nylon Material
- Easily Adjustable

BOW STABILIZER
- Keep your Bow Balanced at Full Draw
- Reduces Vibration, Hand Shock and Unwanted Noise.
ACCESSORIES

**DAMPENERS**
- Eliminates Virtually all String Noise
- Easy-on-and-off Attachment
- Extremely Durable Material

**CARBON ARROW**
- Superior Performance & Accuracy
- Deadly Quiet when Shooting
- Fletched with 3" Vanes
- Light weight Carbon Technology